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It is the object of this paper to obtain theorems concerning the stability

of the straight line solutions, and equilateral triangle solutions, respectively,

in the problem of three bodies by means of the theorems and calculations

of two preceding papers.f It is shown that the generalized theorems of

Bohl can be applied to a neighborhood of the straight line solutions, with

arbitrary masses, and to a neighborhood of the equilateral triangle solu-

tions, if the masses are such that the characteristic exponents of the generat-

ing orbit are not all pure imaginaries. The mutual distances of the three

masses are assumed constant on the generating orbit, in both cases.

1. The equations of motion

From the classical reduction of the equations of motion of the problem

of three bodies these are obtained in the form

dxt     dF       dyi        dF
—- = —,   —-(¿=1,2,  •  -  •  ,6),
dt     dyi       dt dxi

h  JL. s   ,_, tnxm2      m2mo       ffljwti
F=— lyH^-I f.-U , U=-+-+--,

2   »_i   '      2   <_4 fo ri rt

(1)

r0=(£,—pxi)2+(x6-px2)2+(xt—pxs)2 ,

r1 = (^4+Xxi)2-r-(S6+XS2)2+(*»+Xxs)2 ,

i    _i , _i , _>
r2    x^-\~X2\X^ ,

mi mo
X=-■-, p=-

mo-f-mi mo+mi

mo~\~mx-\-m2 mo+mx
--, h=-
m2(mo-|-mi) momi

* Presented to the Society, December 30, 1924; received by the editors in April, 1925.

t (B) Generalization of certain theorems of Bohl, American Journal of Mathematics, vol.

47 (1925); (A) On certain families of orbits with arbitrary masses in the problem of three bodies, these

Transactions, vol. 28 (1926), pp. 74-108.
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f the transformation to new coordinates is made,

1
#i = piCos^>i       *4 = Pîcosy>2 ,      mi=—,

h
(2)

*2 = Pisin^>i        Xf, = ptsinipi ,      m%=—,

S
equations (1) become

dpk    dF dRk dF

dt     dRk dt dpk

dipk    dF dGk dF

(3) -J7=^T'    ir**—r- (*=1,2),

where

dt    dGk dt dipk

dxi _ dF dyi _       dF

dt     dyi dt dxi
(i-3, 6) ,

(fi

(4)

'-^(*+-f+>:)+¿(*:+í+'0-t'-
^ = p2+p2p2-2/ipip2cos(^2-vi) + (í«-p^3)2 ,

^=p22+X2p2+2Xpip2cos(^2-í>i)-(-(x6+Xx8)2 ,

f = p\+x\-

On account of the area integral

(xiyt—xiyi) + (xAyt—xiyi) = corist. ,

we have

Gi+Gt = C .
If the transformation

xpi'=xpi, ip = ipt—ipi ,

C=Gi+Gi,      G = Gj

is made, the canonical form of the equations is retained, and the new equa-

tions are

dip     dF      dG dF      dip,      dF      dC

~dt ~ d~G '    dt'       dip '    dt " dC '  ~dt  ~   '

dpi    dF      dRt dF
(6) — = —,   -=- (*'=1,2),dt    dRi      dt dpt \       » ./ i

dxi_dF      dyi _       dF

dt     dyi '    dt dXi
(, = 3,6),
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where
1   r   ,     (C-G)2       ,1        1  r   ,     G2      ,-|

We have also

rl = fl+(xt-pxs)2 ,      f2=p2+/i2p2-2p.pip2cos¥> ,

(7) r^-Kzo+Xî,)2 ,     f2i=p2+X2p2+2Xp,p2cosÇJ,

For later computations it will be necessary to expand the function F in

powers of x3, Xt- We have

i.ir1+(f!=»y]-'
To       ?0 L V        f 0        /    J

1|~       l/i«—mx3\2   l-3/xt —p,x3\4

= r7L1~7V_7o~/+2^4V_7o_J+'   '     J  *

J_T       1 /x,-r-Xâ3\2   l-3/x.+Xs3\4 "I

~fiL   2V r-, ^+2-4V n r'l'

1=í[i+(ííV]-1
r«    Pi L      \pi/  J

="pTl1_Tv7i/  i^v'pT/4       J

mim2      m2mo      trtotnx       1 I"
¿7=-1-1-   i

fo ñ f» 2 L

(8)

Consequently,

(io-MXs)2
mxtn2-

K
(Xt + \Xi)*   ,

*7 "1

1

X, "I _

7]+"'
and

F=Fi+F2+F3 ,

(9)

1   r   ,     (C—G)2"|       1        j     G* "I mim2      m2m0      momi

2Mi L              p^     J     2m2 L   '       p2 J fo            ñ            f»

y,         y,       mimj   (xs—p,x3)2     m2mo (x«+Xx3)2      m0mi    x,

Ft~lm¡+ ImT+ ~2             ?t       + ~2 fj        + ~T~ "^" '
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and F3 contains only powers of £3, xa, not lower than the third.

Since the invariant relations

(10) Xi=xt = yi = y»=0

define a movement in the plane, these may be assumed satisfied in the

equations above if it is desired to study the orbits in this plane.

2.   Orbits in the neighborhood of the straight une solutions

In (A), §8, it was shown that if the equations (10, §1), are satisfied,

linear combinations of the remaining variables can be so chosen that the

equations of motion retain the canonical form, while the straight line solu-

tions are characterized by the invariant relations*

(1) ui=ui = vi = vt = 0 .

When these relations are satisfied, the function F becomes, if pi"=pi, and

fWoJBj fBifBj
m' = mi+mi(n+vy,   M'm'= m0mi-\-1-

! + >' v
»

1 r „   c21 M'm'

Equations (1) being satisfied, the remaining equations

dpi"     1 dRi"        dF0

dt       m'   1  ' dt '      dpi"

are satisfied by R/' = 0, pi"=pi if

dF3 C2        M'm'
= 0,      pi" = Pi=

dpi"        m'pi'"      pi"1 M'm'*

Suppose Pi"=pi-r-£, Ri" = r¡; the function F° becomes

V*    M'm' „

where Fl contains only powers of ¡- higher than the second. The relations

t = ?j = 0 characterize the orbits for which the mutual distances r0, fi, r» are

constant.   If Fi=Fi—F°, we obtain

ij2       M'm'       - „
(4) F=—- + —-r- e+Fi+Ft+Ft+F, .

2w'        2p

* See (A), §§1, 2; Poincaré, Les Méthodes Nouvelles, vol. 1, 519.
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In §9, (A), it was seen that if Fi is expanded as a power series in the

variables «i, u2, Vi, v2, only terms of the second and higher orders occur.

It is now a simple matter to write down the equations of variation cor-

responding to equations (6), §1.   These become

d{     t\       di\       M'm'
(«)    —r-=—, >    — =-—ii

dt     m'       dt p'

düi

It' Ann

(b)

dût
——=    Buüi +BttVt ,
dt

dvi
(5) —— =— Anûi —Buvi,

(c)

dt

dvi

~dt~

dh _     »?s

dt        mi

¿f« _       TJ6

dt        nit

-Bunt

dr¡3 TA WÍ2WIo     p fWi>M2     «WoOTl "1 rttliMtp.        fMjWíoXT

"• " ~ [—+^r+^i b+Li   r J '• '

■*" l~?—r}~r3-rir+~r^rt-
o i

If equations (5, c) are written in the form

¿¿3_      «3 d{6_i?s

dt        mi        dt    irk

dr¡3
(6) =-Cni-s+Ciitt ,

dt

dru
——=    Citts—Ciii-t ,
dt

it is easily seen that the characteristic exponents i must satisfy

(7) WitM2î4-|-[Cn«ti+Cî2OTi]i2-|-CiiCî2-C12 = 0 ,
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and consequently are all pure imaginaries. It is also evident that the ex-

ponents corresponding to (5, a) are pure imaginaries ; from the calcula-

tions of (A), §9, it has been seen that two exponents are pure imaginaries,

while the remaining two are real, corresponding to the equations (5, b).

In order to apply the generalized theorems of Bohl it only remains to

calculate the numbers e< corresponding to these eight pure imaginary

exponents ; from (4) it is seen that the terms of the second order in £, w,

Xz, Xt, y3, ye, occurring in the expansion of F form a positive definite form

in these variables, and since the variables employed in (B), §2, are ob-

tained by a real linear transformation, the new corresponding form must

also be positive definite (as is easily verified directly). It only remains to

calculate the values of e¿ corresponding to (5, b). The corresponding ex-

ponents satisfy

(8) si+[AxxA„+BxxB22]s2+BxxA„[AxxBti-B\i] = 0 ,

and if a solution of (¿>) is assumed in the form

»i=£ie",       «2=£ie*(,      v^ritf1 ,      »i=-2e*'(

we obtain the relations

-S • £l +0 •  £2-Ml2>?l+0 •  -2=0 ,

Fi2£i -5 • £2 +0 ■ m+BMin =0 ,
(9)

-¿ii£i +0 • £2 -5 • vi -Bxtr)2 =0 ,

0 -£i -5u£2+0 • vi-s ■ Î72 =0 .

If s satisfies (8), and is of the form pV— l,p>0, the third line can be omitted ;

if the values of £i, £2, vx, v2 are chosen equal to the corresponding three-

rowed determinants remaining,

(ZiVi-mh) + (hm-ri2h) = -2Aîis{(si-\-BxxV2i)2+A2iBxxBiXi} ,

the dashed constants being the conjugate imaginaries of the corresponding

ones Arith the same subscripts.

Since .422 and Bu are positive (see (A), §9), it follows that if each of

the constants £,-, £,-, in, rji (i = l, 2) is divided by the real constant

V-2Aiis2[(s*+BxxBiy + AiiBxxB'n]

the resulting constants will be of the form required for the application of

the theorems of (B), and e< = l/s<. Hence the terms of the second order in

the expansion of F corresponding to the eight imaginary exponents will be
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a positive definite form, and the generalized theorems of Bohl can be ap-

plied.* Suppose new variables xu x2, x3, xt, yh y2, y3, y4, «/, »/ introduced

as in (B), §2, Part I. The function F is analytic in these variables, conse-

quently a constant d can be chosen so small that from (B), II, §4, we have

the following theorems :

1. To every set of values of the region (R),

¿ (x]+y\)è2<P/9 ,       |íi|á¿/2,
¿-i

can be adjoined a value w/, |«i'| ¿d/2 such that the set of values (xt, y,-, v/),

m/ are the initial values of a trajectory which remains in the region

(C) 2. (x\+ydl=d? , l-ílád/2, \v'i\^d/2
<-i

for t>to, and this value is uniquely determined.

2. To every set of values (xi} yiy w/) of the region (R'),

£ (x)+yi)è2(P/9 ,      \ui\èd/2,

corresponds a value «?«/, \vi\ ikd/2, such that the trajectory with this set of

initial values at t = to lies in the region (C) for t <t0, and this value is uniquely

determined.

3. To every set of values of the region

Z (x\+y))ú2¿79
•-i

corresponds a set of values of the region |w/| ^d/2, \vi\ 'è.d/l, such that the

trajectory with these initial values at t = t0 remains in the region (C) for all

values of t; and the values of u/, »/ are uniquely determined.

3. Orbits in the neighborhood of the equilateral triangle solutions

From the calculations of (A), §8, it is seen that when the invariant

relations characterizing an equilateral triangle solution are satisfied, the

function F i of (9), §1, becomes

F°- 2m L*1   +Pi"2J      p['   '

(1) \      \WtoWí 1T MiMt T WI2W!o
m=mi+yimt=-,    M = mo+mi+Mt .

M

• (B), Part H, §2.
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If p is a constant value of px" corresponding to a solution in which the

mutual distances r0, rx, r2 are constant, then, as in §2,

P = C2/Mm2 ,

and if pi"=p-|-£, Rx" = r¡, the function F0 becomes

n2     Mm       —o

where F3 contains only powers of £ greater than the second. If F/ =FX — F0,

then
t)2     M m -

F=-1-e+F'+F +F +F° .
2m     2p» Ç       l      2      3      3

In §10, (A), it was found that if F/ is expanded as a power series in

Mi, m2, vx, v2 only terms of the second and higher orders occur. The equa-

tions of variation corresponding to (5, b, §2) have a different form, but the

remaining equations of variation are formally similar to the corresponding

ones of (5, §2). In §10, (A), it has been seen that the characteristic expo-

nents are either all pure imaginaries, or they contain a group of two pairs of

conjugate exponents, according as a certain function of the masses is positive

or negative. If the four complex exponents occur, the conditions necessary

for the transformation of (B) are seen to be satisfied; it is not necessary

to calculate the numbers e„ since the corresponding terms in F (from F0+

F2) are known to form a positive definite form ; and the linear transformations

to the variables used in the theorems of (B) are real. As the function F

is analytic Avithin the region considered here, the generalized theorems of

Bohl can be applied. Suppose new variables xx, x2, x3, yh y2, y3, üx, ü2, vx,

v2 introduced as in (B), §2, Part I. The constant d can then be chosen so

small that the following theorems hold :

1.  To every set of values of the region (Rx),

3

E (*<+y,2)á2¿79 ,      SÍ-H2 = ¿74 ,
i-i

can be adjoined a set of values of the region ü2x-\-ül^d2/4:, such that the set

of values (x,-, y,-, vr), (ür) form the initial values at t = t0 of a trajectory which

remains in the region

3

(C) E(*!+y!)=¿2,    «i+«2^¿2/4,     vl+vle<Pß

for t > to, and this set of values is uniquely determined.
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2. To every set of values (xiy y(, wr) of the region (/?/),

É (x2i+yb = 2-79 ,   ûi+û\£ffi/i ,
i=l

can be adjoined a set of values of the region v\ +v\ Ú d2/4:, such that the set

of values (xiy yi; ür), (vr) form the initial values at t = t<¡ of a trajectory which

remains in (C) for t <to, and this set of values is uniquely determined.

3. To every set of values of ¡.,~e region

¿ (*î+yî)a2d»/9
i=l

corresponds a set of values of the region

ûl+û\g<P/i , vl+v\^d2/4:

such that the trajectory with these initial values at t = t0 remains in the region

(C) for all values of t ; and the set of values (tit), (vT) is uniquely determined.

If we put p = a in the expression above for F, it has been found that the

characteristic equation corresponding to the analogue of equations (5, b, §2)

can be written*

M        27
s4H-i2-j-[mami+mim2+m2mo\ = 0 ,

a3        4a6

or if «= VM/a3 and s = an,

27
MV+MV-I-Min = 0 ,

4
from which

a= ±V-%±$Vl-27m/M .

In order for the theorems above to be valid, we must have

M — 27m<0 ,   or   Mi<27(m0mi+mimi+mimo) .

The inequality is not satisfied, in particular, when two masses are small in

comparison with the remaining one.

It is easily seen that when the last inequality is not satisfied, the roots

being all distinct, the characteristic exponents are all pure imaginaries,

but the quadratic form obtained in the expansion of F, according to the

* (A), §10.
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methods of (B), is indefinite, containing eight positive and two negative

terms. Hence the generalized theorems of Bohl cannot be applied here.

4.  Conclusion

If the new variables which appear in the theorems of the preceding

paragraphs are chosen according to the method of (B), there will be four

of the variables corresponding to the pure imaginary exponents which are

linear combinations of the variables x3, xe, y3, yt', if these new variables

are equated to zero, the variables x3, x6, y3, y6 will themselves be zero, and

the motion will take place in the plane corresponding. Hence the theorems

corresponding to those of the two preceding paragraphs, relating to the

motion in the plane, can be obtained by supposing four of the variables

which correspond to the pure imaginary exponents, for instance xx, x2, yx, y2,

constantly zero.

It follows immediately that the only plane orbits which remain in the

neighborhood of the given equilateral triangle orbit (M<27m) for all values

of the time are equilateral triangle orbits; for if the eight equations char-

acterizing an equilateral triangle orbit in the plane x3=X6 = y3 = y6 = 0 are

satisfied, there remain two initial values for the coordinates which can be

chosen arbitrarily in a suitably restricted region. But in the plane there

are just two initial values, which can be chosen arbitrarily for an orbit re-

maining in the given neighborhood for all values of /, the orbit being then

uniquely determined ; since these initial values are linear combinations of

the initial values of the original coordinates, the two orbits must coincide.

Dalhousie University,

Halifax, Nova Scotia


